
   Barware

 Bartender Knife
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094158041
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $28.00

Finish handcrafted cocktails with a professional twist of citrus. Riveted wood with polished exposed grain provides ergonomic support while a curved,
double-tipped blade slices segments of your preferred produce into delicate garnishes. Most suitable for oranges, lemons and limes.Stainless steel blade with
polished stained acacia-wood handle.

 Citrus Grater
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094158034
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

Finish handcrafted cocktails with a professional twist of citrus. Polished acacia with a smooth exposed grain provides ergonomic support while a generous
expanse of stainless steel delivers a durable grating surface on which to shave segments of rind into delicate garnishes. Most suitable for oranges, lemons and
limes.Stainless steel construction. Polished stained acacia wood handle.

 Wood & Silicone Coasters (set Of 4)
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245009974
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.50

Give your tabletop or bar a classy look with these dark stained wood & silicone coasters. The durable silicone edges help prevent scratches and the solid
wood is sealed with a food-grade coating.(Glass shown in image is not included with this product.)

 Wood Coasters (set Of 4)
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245010819
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $27.00

Prevent table marks and stains with these hand crafted solid wood coasters. Sealed food-grade coating helps resist condensation from drinks and the stacking
design provides compact storage when not in use.
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 Cocktail Picks (copper, Set Of 6)

by VISKI

ISBN: 876718048616
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Pick your poison. Each cocktail pick in this classic set of six is finished with a small steel ring, ideal for propping an olive in your martini or a brandied
cherry in your Manhattan. Stainless steel.

 Cocktail Rimmer (1 Tier)
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245007895
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

This essential tool for any bar makes rimming glasses quick and easy. Simply fill the tray with salt or sugar, moisten the glass rim and dip the glass for the
perfect margarita or martini. The tier tray is constructed from durable commercial grade stainless steel with a large 5.9” (15cm) diameter. The lid can also be
used to hold additional garnishes or lemon & lime juices.

 Cocktail Rimmer (2 Tier)
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245007918
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

This essential tool for any bar makes rimming glasses quick and easy. Simply fill each of the trays with salt or sugar, moisten the glass rim and dip the glass
for the perfect margarita or martini. Each tier tray is constructed from durable commercial grade stainless steel with a large 5.9” (15cm) diameter. The lid can
also be used to hold additional garnishes or lemon & lime juices.Comes with two trays and two lids that can easily stack together for storage.

 Corkscrew (wooden handle)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870092685
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

The "Waiter's Friend". This patented two-step design maximizes leverage for smooth cork removal, and includes a built-in foilcutting blade and bottle
opener.
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 Flask (Gunmetal Black)

by VISKI

ISBN: 842094153695
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $58.00

Curious how even the best liquor tastes better from a bright metallic flask. Plated in brazen gunmetal black, each polished six-ounce vessel is liquid-tight and
crowned with a weighty, equally lustrous cap to hold any desired liquor.Stainless Steel Construction. Polished Gunmetal Black Plating. Accommodates 6 oz
Comfortably. Curved Rectangular Shape. Hand Wash Only.

 Gin Lover Tasting Kit
by MEN'S SOCIETY

ISBN: 5060370297412
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

Rediscover the classic G&T. This kit includes natural botanicals and the perfect glasses to enjoy a drink like you never have before.Gin drinkers know there's
more to a great gin & tonic than those two ingredients. We love to end the day with a refreshing glass of London Dry and premium tonic, so we took it upon
ourselves to find the perfect ingredients which add to the flavour.After many glasses (we were very thorough) we settled on our three favourite botanicals;
sourced them from the finest growers and dried them naturally to keep them tasting their best.You'll find those magical ingredients, carefully selected
glasses, cheekily labelled stirrers, coasters and a notebook & pencil in this perfect kit for gin drinkers.

 Hawthorne Strainer
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245007550
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

Perfect for mixing up martinis, Manhattans and other cocktails! This age-old bartending tool is perfect for mixing up classic cocktails. The method of stirring
vs shaking is a more gentle technique for mixing cocktails while adding the perfect amount of dilution.Glass and stainless steel.

 Ice Pick (stainless Steel)
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245008144
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Commercial grade 304 stainless steel with wooden handle. Japanese style design. Long 5.1” (13cm) point makes breaking up ice in deep buckets simple, and
anvil-like top is perfect for breaking apart large blocks of ice.
Hand wash only.
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 Infusion Blend Bottle Kit

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101704
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $75.00

Crafting and presenting infused cocktails and spirits requires not just the right ingredients, but also the right tools. So whether you want to add your latest
infusion batch to your own home bar collection or perhaps even present it as a gift for a friend, our Bar Bottle Kit is just the thing. Included are a substantial
750 ml bar-grade reusable spirits bottle with walnut stopper and 6 writable bottle labels for personalization, a funnel with built-in strainer for clean and
efficient decanting, and a convenient set of infusion tools to help make your latest creation the very best you’ve ever tasted.

 Infusion Blend Cocktail Set
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101711
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Our Infusion Kit is a simple, elegant way to create your next infusion and an indispensable tool in the modern mixologist’s cabinet. Our high-durability lab
glass infusion bottle with walnut-finish cap infuses 375 ml of liquid (half of a standard bottle of spirits). It features a purpose-designed, stainless steel
infusion basket ready to hold a single packet of any 1pt infusion blend. Also included are a reusable, gold-finish, stainless steel tasting straw so that you can
taste-test during the infusion process, a simple instruction guide, and some cocktail suggestions to start you off in the right direction. Whether you are an
experienced mixologist or just starting to explore the world of infused spirits, this kit is a must-have.

 Infusion Blend Master Set
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101728
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $84.00

Whether you are an experienced mixologist or just starting to explore the world of infused spirits, the Master Kit is a must-have. Our high-durability lab
glass infusion bottle with walnut-finish cap infuses 375 ml of liquid (half of a standard bottle of spirits). It features a purpose-designed, stainless steel
infusion basket ready to hold a single packet of any 1pt infusion blend, included inside. You also get a reusable, gold-finish, stainless steel tasting straw so
that you can taste-test during the infusion process, a simple instruction guide, and some cocktail suggestions to start you off in the right direction.

 Infusion Blend: Bloody
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101742
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!Focusing on the layered peppery
notes of celery, turmeric, garlic, peppercorn, and mellow ancho chili, this blend’s savory complexity provides a confident base for a Bloody Mary or a
perfect complement to the briny richness of a Dirty Martini. A natural cocktail starter, the Bloody Blend is equally enjoyable on the rocks.
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 Infusion Blend: Bloody (party Pack)

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101773
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Includes six 8g packets of The Bloody Blend. Best with vodka, gin, and tequila.Whereas the Single Pack offers enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Party Pack gets the party started with enough to infuse three bottles of spirits. The 1pt Party Pack includes 6 blend packets
allowing you to make the choice to infuse all three bottles at once or infuse half bottles at a time. When you're ready to take your infusion game to the next
level, consider using the 1pt Party Pack with the 1pt Bar Bottle Kit which is perfect for at home presentation or gifting. The choice is yours - party on!Blend
Notes:
Focusing on the layered peppery notes of celery, turmeric, garlic, peppercorn, and mellow ancho chili, this blend’s savory complexity provides a confident
base for a Bloody Mary or a perfect complement to the briny richness of a Dirty Martini. A natural cocktail starter, the Bloody Blend is equally enjoyable on
the rocks.

 Infusion Blend: Chili
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101582
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!A robust, savory blend with heady
notes of freshly-ground pink peppercorns and the lingering heat of mouth-tingling chili flakes. Steamed Japanese Sencha Shizuoka green tea lends a gentle
saltiness that elevates the warmth of the blend and enhances overall flavor clarity. Perfect for firing up most spirits and cocktails.

 Infusion Blend: Chocolate
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101605
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!A rich, luxurious blend of cocoa,
Vanilla Rooibos, and marigold petals which separates the flavor of chocolate from the cloying sugar which usually accompanies it. Vanilla provides
unexpected flavor separation from the sophisticated cocoa and allows a distinctly creamy, chocolatey finish to develop.
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 Infusion Blend: Cinnamon

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101599
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!A blend of mellow cinnamon and soft
fruits with gentle hints of ginger. The cinnamon develops quite quickly during infusion, but patience is rewarded as the apple and orange deliver a balancing,
golden warmth by the 5th and final hour. Reminiscent of spiced apple crumble and autumn days spent by the fire.

 Infusion Blend: Citrus
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101551
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!A subtle, lemon-focused citrus blend
which pairs well with a range of spirits. Crisp and refreshing with the slightest hint of warming ginger, this blend includes Yerba Mate, a South American
herb that lends an earthy smokiness which nicely balances the vibrant tone of the lemon verbena.

 Infusion Blend: Floral
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101575
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!An uplifting, aromatic blend of
lavender, orange zest, and licorice root with a balancing note of soothing chamomile. Ideally suited to fruit- or wine-based cocktails, the aromatic quality of
this blend also complements the complex notes of most gins, and the sweetness of bourbon. Reminiscent of freshly-cut wildflowers and summer garden
parties.
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 Infusion Blend: Ginger

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101759
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!One of the wonder ingredients of the
ancient world, ginger is prized in global cuisine as a fragrant aromatic. As the name implies, this single focus blend highlights the tangy complexity of
straight ginger, where its properties as an appetite stimulant can be put to good use in a wide range of aperitifs and cocktails.

 Infusion Blend: Ginger (party Pack)
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101780
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Includes six 8g packets of Ginger Blend. Best with vodka, gin, tequila, white rum, dark rum, and bourbon.Whereas the Single Pack offers enough blend
material to infuse a single standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Party Pack gets the party started with enough to infuse three bottles of spirits. The 1pt Party Pack
includes 6 blend packets allowing you to make the choice to infuse all three bottles at once or infuse half bottles at a time. When you're ready to take your
infusion game to the next level, consider using the 1pt Party Pack with the 1pt Bar Bottle Kit which is perfect for at home presentation or gifting. The choice
is yours - party on!Blend Notes:
One of the wonder ingredients of the ancient world, ginger is prized in global cuisine as a fragrant aromatic. As the name implies, this single focus blend
highlights the tangy complexity of straight ginger, where its properties as an appetite stimulant can be put to good use in a wide range of aperitifs and
cocktails.

 Infusion Blend: Mint
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101568
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!Crisp, cooling mint, balanced with
subtle hints of lemon and ginger, grounded with a pinch of earthy Long Jing green tea from Anhui province in China. This blend works well with a broad
range of spirits and provides an active base for an array of classic cocktails such as the Mint Julep and the Mojito.
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 Infusion Blend: Rossa (party Pack)

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101766
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Includes six 8g packets of The Rossa Blend. Best with vodka, gin, tequila, white rum, dark rum, and bourbon.Whereas the Single Pack offers enough blend
material to infuse a single standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Party Pack gets the party started with enough to infuse three bottles of spirits. The 1pt Party Pack
includes 6 blend packets allowing you to make the choice to infuse all three bottles at once or infuse half bottles at a time. When you're ready to take your
infusion game to the next level, consider using the 1pt Party Pack with the 1pt Bar Bottle Kit which is perfect for at home presentation or gifting. The choice
is yours - party on!Blend Notes:
The uniquely tangy-sweet flavor of hibiscus combines with the luxuriously bitter deep citrus notes of grapefruit, orange, and Omani Lime to create this rich
blend which complements a wide range of spirits and cocktails. Consider pairing with cocktails that rely on Aperol, Campari, or Angostura bitters to
maximize the impact of this blend.

 Infusion Blend: Rossa
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101735
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!The uniquely tangy-sweet flavor of
hibiscus combines with the luxuriously bitter deep citrus notes of grapefruit, orange, and Omani Lime to create this rich blend which complements a wide
range of spirits and cocktails. Consider pairing with cocktails that rely on Aperol, Campari, or Angostura bitters to maximize the impact of this blend.

 Infusion Blend: Smoky
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101612
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

The entry-level 1pt Single Pack is the easiest and most economical way to enter the world of infusion. Containing enough blend material to infuse a single
standard bottle of spirits, the 1pt Single Pack includes 2 blend packets allowing you to infuse half bottles at a time. Designed to work directly with the 1pt
Infusion Bottle, simply add one packet to the infusion basket, pour in the spirit of choice, and presto - infusion nirvana!A deep and complex blend of Ceylon
Black, smoked Lapsang Souchong from the Wuyi Mountains of China, and refreshing counterpoint notes of lemony bergamot. The tarred character of the
black teas provide a center of gravity for the ethereal citrus notes that characterize this most sophisticated formulation.
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 Infusion Blend: Variety Set (pack Of 7)

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101698
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

The Variety Pack includes one packet of each of our classic blends:1 Citrus Blend / 1 Mint Blend / 1 Floral Blend / 1 Chili Blend / 1 Cinnamon Blend / 1
Chocolate Blend / 1 Smoky BlendThis classic sampler pack allows you to try each of our signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of our
Citrus, Mint, Floral, Chili, Cinnamon, Chocolate, and Smoky infusions and enough blend material to infuse half of a standard bottle of spirits – just right for
an introduction to 1pt.

 Infusions Pack: Gin
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101889
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Cocktail Pack includes six specialized packets of Teroforma blends: 2x Floral Blend Packets / 2x Ginger Blend Packets / 2x Lime Blend PacketsThis
cocktail pack allows you to enjoy classic cocktails with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Floral, Ginger and Lime
infusions and enough blend material to infuse three standard bottle of spirits – just right for an introduction to 1pt.Floral: An uplifting, aromatic blend of
lavender, orange zest, and licorice root with a balancing note of soothing chamomile. Ideally suited to fruit- or wine-based cocktails, the aromatic quality of
this blend also complements the complex notes of most gins, and the sweetness of bourbon. Reminiscent of freshly-cut wildflowers and summer garden
parties.Ginger: One of the wonder ingredients of the ancient world, ginger is prized in global cuisine as a fragrant aromatic. As the name implies, this single
focus blend highlights the tangy complexity of straight ginger, where its properties as an appetite stimulant can be put to good use in a wide range of aperitifs
and cocktails.Lime: Lemon's subtly sweeter and less piercing cousin, Lime is the kick in a Margarita, the balance in a Gin & Tonic, and the base for the
original Daiquiri.  Presented in this blend with supporting notes of earthy lemongrass, tangy Rosehip, and herbaceous Mt. Olympus Flower. Pairs well with
most spirits.

 Infusion Pack: Mulled Wine
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101926
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Mulling Pack includes six specialized packets of blends: 3x Mulled Red Blend Packets / 3x Mulled White Blend Packets.This special seasonal mulling
pack allows you to enjoy cozy mulled wine with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Mulled Red and Mulled White
infusions and enough blend material to infuse six full standard bottles of wine – just right for an introduction to 1pt during the chilly winter months. Each
Mulling Pack infuses 6 full standard bottles of wine - 3 red and 3 white. Mulling blends deliver a gentle infusion of flavour in just 20-30 minutes.Mulled
Red: Over the winter period in much of northwestern Europe, holiday gatherings are often made all the more cheery with a batch of warmed red wine
fortified with spices and citrus. Based on a family recipe for classic Swedish Glögg, this blend is best infused in a full-bodied red wine with a bit of added
natural sweetness.Mulled White: A variation on a family recipe for classic Swedish Glögg, this blend mulls white wine instead of red. The lighter spices and
airy lemon verbena combine with apple and the peppery notes of ginger and peppercorn to accentuate the sunny character of a fruity white. Add a bit of
natural sweetness to ward off the winter doldrums.
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 Infusion Pack: Rum

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101902
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Cocktail Pack includes six specialized packets of Teroforma blends: 2x Citrus Blend Packets / 2x Mint Blend Packets / 2x Cinnamon Blend PacketsThis
cocktail pack allows you to enjoy classic cocktails with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Citrus, Mint and Cinnamon
infusions and enough blend material to infuse three standard bottle of spirits – just right for an introduction to 1pt.Citrus: A subtle, lemon-focused citrus
blend which pairs well with a range of spirits. Crisp and refreshing with the slightest hint of warming ginger, this blend includes Yerba Mate, a South
American herb that lends an earthy smokiness which nicely balances the vibrant tone of the lemon verbena.Mint: Crisp, cooling mint, balanced with subtle
hints of lemon and ginger, grounded with a pinch of earthy Long Jing green tea from Anhui province in China. This blend works well with a broad range of
spirits and provides an active base for an array of classic cocktails such as the Mint Julep and the Mojito. Cinnamon: A blend of mellow cinnamon and soft
fruits with gentle hints of ginger. The cinnamon develops quite quickly during infusion, but patience is rewarded as the apple and orange deliver a balancing,
golden warmth by the 5th and final hour. Reminiscent of spiced apple crumble and autumn days spent by the fire.

 Infusion Pack: Tequila
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101896
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Cocktail Pack includes six specialized packets of Teroforma blends: 2x Smoky Blend Packets / 2x Chili Blend Packets / 2x Lime Blend PacketsThis
cocktail pack allows you to enjoy classic cocktails with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Chili, Smokey and Lime
infusions and enough blend material to infuse three standard bottle of spirits – just right for an introduction to 1pt.Smoky: A deep and complex blend of
Ceylon Black, smoked Lapsang Souchong from the Wuyi Mountains of China, and refreshing counterpoint notes of lemony bergamot. The tarred character
of the black teas provide a center of gravity for the ethereal citrus notes that characterize this most sophisticated formulation.Chili: A robust, savory blend
with heady notes of freshly-ground pink peppercorn and the lingering heat of mouth-tingling chili flakes. Steamed Japanese Sencha Shizuoka green tea lends
a gentle saltiness that elevates the warmth of the blend and enhances overall flavor clarity. Perfect for firing up most spirits and cocktails.Lime: Lemon's
subtley sweeter and less piercing cousin, Lime is the kick in a Margarita, the balance in a Gin & Tonic, and the base for the original Daquari.  Presented in
this blend with supporting notes of earthy lemongrass, tangy Rosehip, and herbaceous Mt. Olympus Flower. Pairs well with most spirits.

 Infusion Pack: Vodka
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101872
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Cocktail Pack includes six specialized packets of Teroforma blends: 2x Citrus Blend Packets / 2 Rossa Blend Packets / 2 Bloody Blend PacketsThis
cocktail pack allows you to enjoy classic cocktails with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Citrus, Rossa and Bloody
infusions and enough blend material to infuse three standard bottle of spirits – just right for an introduction to 1pt.Citrus: A subtle, lemon-focused citrus
blend which pairs well with a range of spirits. Crisp and refreshing with the slightest hint of warming ginger, this blend includes Yerba Mate, a South
American herb that lends an earthy smokiness which nicely balances the vibrant tone of the lemon verbena.Rossa: The uniquely tangy-sweet flavor of
hibiscus combines with the luxuriously bitter deep citrus notes of grapefruit, orange, and Omani Lime to create this rich blend which complements a wide
range of spirits and cocktails. Consider pairing with cocktails that rely on Aperol, Campari, or Angostura bitters to maximize the impact of this
blend.Bloody: Focusing on the layered peppery notes of celery, turmeric, garlic, peppercorn, and mellow ancho chili, this blend’s savory complexity
provides a confident base for a Bloody Mary or a perfect complement to the briny richness of a Dirty Martini. A natural cocktail starter, the Bloody Blend is
equally enjoyable on the rocks.
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 Infusion Pack: Whiskey

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 602573101919
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

The Cocktail Pack includes six specialized packets of Teroforma blends: 2x Ginger Blend Packets / 2x Barrel Blend Packets / 2x Spiced Vanilla Blend
Packets This cocktail pack allows you to enjoy classic cocktails with Teroforma's signature 1pt Infusion blends! Contains single packets of Ginger, Barrel
and Spiced Vanilla infusions and enough blend material to infuse three standard bottle of spirits – just right for an introduction to 1pt.Ginger: One of the
wonder ingredients of the ancient world, ginger is prized in global cuisine as a fragrant aromatic. As the name implies, this single focus blend highlights the
tangy complexity of straight ginger, where its properties as an appetite stimulant can be put to good use in a wide range of aperitifs and cocktails.Barrel: This
refined mixture of exotic teas combines with perfumed notes of clove, dandelion root, and vanilla to produce a powerful, elegant, woody blend with notes of
leather that pairs deliciously with dark spirits. Unapologetically rich and sophisticated.Spiced Vanilla: This blend moves far beyond the simple vanilla pod
into a more sophisticated presentation of this classic flavor. A gentle black tea combines with subtle hints of spice and elderberry to achieve a more
decorated alternative to plain vanilla.  A natural partner for the sweetness of bourbon or rum, either neat or in a cocktail.

 Julep Strainer
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245009677
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $14.00

The perfect strainer for mixing Mint Juleps and other cocktails, Final Touch’s bartending tool easily and efficiently strains pulp, ice, seeds, fruit and herbs
from cocktails. It’s designed with a long handle for an easy grip. Fits most standard mixing glasses. Made from commercial grade 304 stainless steel.

 Mixologist Barware Gift Set
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094153077
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $90.00

Meet a mixology selection guaranteed to raise the bar. This 4-piece commercial-grade barware set is perfect for creating cocktails of quality, whether you're
a pro or just starting out.Set of 4 includes crystal mixing glass, Hawthorne strainer, double jigger, and weighted barspoon. Stainless steel, professional grade.

 Pro-measure Bottle Pourer
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245008830
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Measure & pour precise 1oz (30ml) shots quickly and easily straight from the bottle. The unique dual chamber design automatically measures the next shot
while you pour the first. Just simply insert into bottle, tilt 45&#730; to measure & pour.
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   Barware
 Shot Glasses (set Of 6)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322269670
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

No Description

 Himalayan Salt Shot Glasses
by FINAL TOUCH

ISBN: 886245010048
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

Hand carved from pure Himalayan salt, these glasses naturally add a hint of salt to your tequila shots. Because Himalayan salt is naturally anti-bacterial and
long-lasting, making these shot glasses are easy to clean. Just simply rinse with cold water and wipe dry to clean between uses. - Hand carved from pure
Himalayan Salt, these glasses naturally add a hint of salt to your tequila shots
- Himalayan salt is naturally anti-bacterial and long-lasting
- Rinse with cold water and wipe dry to clean between uses
- Place in the freezer for chilled shots!

 Spoon Straws (Copper, set of 2)
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094157785
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Skip the cherry and garnish your drink with a classic curved gunmetal black spoon straw. Each spoon in this set of two arcs smoothly from any highball glass
to your lips for the perfect sip.Set of two. Stainless Steel Construction.

 Spoon Straws (Gold, set of 2)
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094157792
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Skip the cherry and garnish your drink with a classic curved gunmetal black spoon straw. Each spoon in this set of two arcs smoothly from any highball glass
to your lips for the perfect sip.Set of two. Stainless Steel Construction.
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   Barware
 Spoon Straws (Gunmetal Black, set of 2)

by VISKI

ISBN: 842094154746
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Skip the cherry and garnish your drink with a classic curved gunmetal black spoon straw. Each spoon in this set of two arcs smoothly from any highball glass
to your lips for the perfect sip.Set of two. Stainless Steel Construction.

 Strainer (wood-handled)
by VISKI

ISBN: 876718048869
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Sized to fit mixing glasses of any capacity, this wood-handled strainer combines the functionality of a professional-grade bar tool with the richly textured
grain of stained teak. Equipped with stainless steel and a removable spring for easy cleaning, this modern design guarantees the perfect sip, every time.

 Whiskey Stones (set Of 6)
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 091037997111
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

A set of six 7/8" soapstone whiskey stones.Chill your favourite spirits without the diluting effects of ice. Individually handcrafted in Vermont, these whisky
stones are enjoyed around the world as an indispensable addition to the sophisticated bar.How to Use: Store in freezer for at least 4 hours before use. Add 3
stones to a glass. Pour until liquid has reached the height of 1 stone (about 2 fl oz). Let stand 5 minutes. Enjoy. Rinse and air dry following every use, storing
in the freezer for next time.

 Wine Charms: Black Numbers
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094153688
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Keep tabs on glassware with a set of six bold gunmetal black wine charms. The polished numbered markers fit all standard stemware to help guests keep
chiantis straight from cabernets.Includes 6 Unique Wine Charms (numbers 1 through 6). Plated & Polished Gunmetal Black Finish. Hand Wash Only.
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   Barware
 Wine Twirls (set of 4)

by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 091037536808
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Wine Twirls® chill your favourite white wine right where it counts — in the glass!Just one Wine Twirls will keep your glass of wine at fridge temperature
for up to 45 minutes with no dilution. Beautiful and useful, Wine Twirls offer an element of visual sophistication to your glass as they deliver the perfectly
chilled sip every time.Made from BPA-free FDA-approved, food-safe resin, and a high-tech thermal gel, Wine Twirls will impart neither flavor nor odour
and will rest at the bottom of the glass - never to interfere with that next refreshing sip.HOW TO ENJOY...
CHILL - Chill Wine Twirls in the freezer 3 hours ahead of use.
POP - Pop open a bottle of your favourite chilled wine & drop a Twirl into your glass.
TWIRL & SWIRL - Swirl & enjoy your chilled wine through the last sip! Hand wash prior to first use and thereafter following each use and freeze.
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